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Coping with-

L i £e on public assistallce
by Dave Christopher

"I've been on public assistance
ever since my husband went to
find a job and never came back,"
·says Fran who is a mother on
welfare. A 29 year old mother of
two children, Fran has been
receiving government aid since
she was 23.

disappeared, Laurie was two and
Misha was ten months, so they
really
don't remember his
leaving," explains Fran.
F ran an d her children share a
modest two bedroom house out in
West Ellensburg. To get to their
front door, one must maneuver
around the kids' toys that lie
hidden in the uncut grass.

"A total wreck," is the way Fran
describes the house.
But she
According to Fran, when her confesses that she hopes it will be
husband left in April 1973, he left theirs, admitting she plans to try
her with little money and two little to buy it, after obtaining a legal
girls.
"When their daddy . divorce from her husband.

To support her family, Fran
receives each month· a check for
$348 and $88 in food stamps.
Asked how she makes ends
meet with three persons to care
for, "Well I just don't know, but
I've been doing it, so I know it's
possible. I just don't know how
much longer it's going to be
possible," responded Fran.
Even though she is not required
tv register for work until her
youngest child is 12, which is six
years away, Fran views the
employment picture in Ellensburg
as being "pretty bleak."
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HandicaJ!ned facilities

Race to rebuild
by Faith Wentz
Central's Facilities Planning and
Construction Department is racing
with the calender in order to meet
requirements of Section 504 of the
Vocational Rehabilitation · Act of
1973. The Act prohibits discrimination of handicapped persons by
any organization or agency receiving federal funds. Physical
facilities not accessible to handicapped persons constitutes discrimination.
Donn Rothe, Associate Architect, outline.d some of the building
changes th.a t must be made by the
June, 1980 deadline. Door signs
must be moved down to a height of
48 inches and elevators have to be
installed. One is near completion
in Shaw-Smyser and others . are
planned for Barge and other

l've got my music, I write songs.
If I could sell a song to Emmy Lou
Harris, I could make $27,000," says
Fran with a laugh.
Although Fran has not decided
on what type of work she would
like to do, she reports her kids
already know what they wap.t to
do.
"Laurie wants to be a princess
and Misha wants to be a waitress
at Websters. It was Sambos, but I
guess she changed her mind,"
explains Fran.
.
Questioned about how her kids
react to their mother's limited
financial condition, Fran answered, "They're mad that they
can't get the stuff that other kids
get."
"We had a discussion this
morning about that concerning
school · pictures. Now my check
doesn't come until tomorrow, and
they say their teacher wants them
to both bring $1.25 today. I told
them I would go down and talk
with their teacher and tell her
there's no way I can do it today. I
think I have about $1.40 and that's
because I found a dollar on the
street."
With recent cuts and changes in
the food stamp program, along
with other assistance programs,
Fran said she feels the needs being
voiced by low income people are
not being heard by politicians.
"If I have my way, I'm going to
do my damndest to change the
situation. I just wrote a four-page
letter to Senator Jackson, and I'm
going to make · copies and send
them to everybody I know in
government," comments Fran.

buildings. Braille or raised Arabic control of the SUB, but the SUB
numerals have been placed next to administration is under the-same
buttons in elevators and key ' pressure to meet the requirements
control is being removed from of 504. They have removed the
Carrie is a 77 _year-old widow
elevators in all buildings. The 504 turnstiles from the SUB cafeliving
on a fixed income in West
Gode states that a restroom must teria" said Rothe.
be accessible on every floor in
Rothe said the problem with the Ellensburg. "You know they call
every building. However, if one is regulation- is that the f~deral this place the dog town," says
not available to the entire student government has set up regulations · Carrie, who has been a resident oi
body, it is not required that one be that Central must follow but has the area since 1926.
Carrie lost her husband in 1976,
installed. "For instance, the cost
Continued on Page~
and she receives a monthly
of installing a restroom on the
third floor in the Language and
Literature Building would be
prohibitive,'.' Rothe said, "but
technically, we could be required
to install one."
Turnstiles will be removed in
the Library as soon as the library
staff reaches a solution to the
problem of book control.
"In
Facilities Planning, we do not-have

social security check of $202.60 as
her main source of income, sincP
she is no longer working.
"I don't know how it's going to
be now,".says Carrie about making
ends meet, now that she no longer
has her part-time job that paid
$2.90 an hour.
Although Carrie owns her home,
she still pays the taxes, insurance
and utilities on it. But according to
Carrie, the toughest thing to
afford in this era of inflation is
food.
"That is the trouble, I.can afford
to lose some weight, but I still
need to eat," remarks Carrie.
She says she no longer eats beef
except for hamburger. For lunch
Carrie was ha_ving a 73 cent
Swanson frozen dinner, which
contained two pieces of chiCken
and some mashed potatoes.
"Oh most of the time I eat too
much starch, but I couldn't buy
a piece of chicken for that price,"
admits Carrie. Asked if she likes
the frozen dinners, she responded,
'Tm not too fond of them, they're
too salty. I usually peel the skin
off and give it to the dog."
Carrie mentioried that now,
since she is unemployed, she plans
to file for unemployment compensation. "I'm going to tell them
I want to work full time. If I don't
get it, what the hay, I got to try,"
confesses Carrie.
Asked if she thought the
government is aware of the
problems seniors are facing in this
age of inflation, Carrie said, "Yes
they're aware of it."
She also commented that she
doesn't .think they're doing anything about it though.
"They
never come around or send
somebody to find out wliat the
situation is ... I don't go by their
speeches they make, they promise
too much and deep down in your
heart you know they can't do it ... I
live on the good memories," adds
Carrie with a smile.

Anti - nukes

NUCLEUS to rally
by Fred Kohout
Energy Conference that will be
It has been a long time since the held at Central May 31 and June 1.
Civil Rights Movement and the The conference will feature SenaViet Nam War, but once again tor Henry Jackson as a speaker.
there is an issue in the United Matt Knutson, an organizer of
States that has many American NUCLEUS, said the energy
people unsettled and- concerned.
conference is a constructive thing
It's nuclear power, and since the and NUCLEUS is not protesting
He added, however, that,
Three Mile Island incident, it's it.
been on the front page of every " ...this is just an appropriate time
newspaper and on the lips of every for us to voice our views against
person. -Now it has reached .nuclear power." Knutson felt that
Ellensburg.
Jackson would be too busy to
May 31, an organization entitled attend the rally but said, "I think
NUCLEUS will be holding an everyone would like to see him
anti-nuclear rally outside the SUB come out and voice his opinion
at noon. Ten days later there is to about nuclear power."
be a separate march through
Jeannie Farr, an organizer of
Ellensburg against nuclear power the June 10 march, said the
in conjuction with the Year of the demonstration is going to be a
Children.
family-children march against nucThe NUCLEUS rally has been lear _?roliferation. Farr went on to
scheduled to coincide with the
Continued to Page 11
Eastern Washington Electrical

CATCHING RAYS-Central student Chris Arndt takes time out to start that summer tan. Many
students, male and female can be seen 11ounging on the campus lawns between classes.
·
(Photo by GeorgEMay.)
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Editor·i al ·

News Notes

Fa~ulty Code unjust
by Dave Christopher

Jewish organizationforming on campus .
Jewish students at Central face the same problems confronted
by other minorities in that many of their cultural and individual ·
needs are not met by loeal resources and culture. The nearest
synagogue is in Yakima, and that congregation has been without a
rabbi for some time. Even for those students whose Jewish
identification is primarily secular, the absence of a congregation
means the absence of a community of. support in which one's
personal growth .can include obtaining a mature identification with
one's "roots." Other ethnic minorities may have more difficulty
"fitting in" to the life at Central because it is harder for them to
avoid being recognized as "different," but that does not change the
reality for a Jewish student who would rather fit in without hiding
his or her Jewish identity.
For these reasons, a student club for Jewish students is being
formed. The purpose of the organization will be to provide
opportunities to explore Jewish traditions and to find ways to
contribute a Jewish presence on campus and raise issues of
general importance. The members of the organization · will
determine the specific programs . and activities.
The purpose of having an organizational meeting spring quarter
is to prepare for fall, and possibly to develop a connection to Hillel
Foundation. Hillel is the campus ministry provided for Jewish
students at the University of Washington and most other major
universities, If a chapter were formed at Central, it would be the
first Hillel presense east of the mountains in this state.
The meeting will be tonight at 7 p.m., in the Swauk Room in the
SUB. For further information, or if you are interested but cannot
:\ttend tonight, call Kevin Malin, 963-3365 or Don Ca~ghey,
925-6815.

People for people circulate
letter for revoking Executive Order
People for People is a non-profit organization concerned with
revoking Executive Order, Title 28 Judicial Administration,
General Register Volume VII, No. 33. This is concerning the
relocation of Japanese-Americans in World War II.
After the war, President Roosevelt and most other officials
realized that they had made a mistake. They apologized but did
....
·
not revoke the Executive Order.
We have a lette.r which we are asking American citizens to read
and sign if they feel so inclined. If you would like a copy, contact
Mrs. Sands in the anthropology department or Brenda Fortner at
925-1170 after 5 p.m., or you may call Chris Jones after 6 p.m. at
963-2869. There will be a petition signing sheet in the SUB
information booth.

It is something that should
frighten the faculty very much,
but it probably doesn't.
It hides by their sides, camouf].aged with their name. It · lures
them into thinking it is theirs, but
they are its:
It is the faculty code, and it isn't
the faculty's at all. The existing
code was adopted without the
support of the faculty in 1974. In
fact, the faculty went to court and
sued, hoping to stop its adoption,
but they lost.
However, this is not the point.
The point is, if exists and
Central's faculty is required to
follow it, even if it's inept.
The p'resent Stastny case has
helped reveal some of the major
shortcomings of the code.
One of the biggest inequalities
of the code. has to do with the
procedures for the informal
hearing in front of the Faculty
Grievance Committee.
·
After hearing testimony, the
. FGC makes their findings and
recommendations and files them
with the president of the university. The president may. either
accept or reject the FGC,'s
recommendations. His action shall
constitute the final decision.
President Garrity sent Dr.
Stastny a letter on January 25,
stating his intention to fire him. If
the president has the final decision
in the hearing, then isn't he both
prosecutor and judge in this case?
Arval Morris, legal scholar at
t.he University of Washington,
thinks so.
He said there is
little due process involved with
the FGC turning their findings and
recommendations over to the
president.
He added that he
thought the proceedings were

When one examines other
causes for termination, insubordination is_'in the company of some
well defined and understood
causes. "Conviction of a felony,
abandonment of positions, physical
or mental incapacity, gross misconduct, academic incompetence,
etc."
1979.
The fa.ck of definition can make
Another unsuitable inequality of the insubordination charge a
the code, is that the term powerful weapon to over zealous
.. insubordination" appears in it as administrators. This vague term
grounds for termination.
can become the panacea to get rid
A · common understanding of · of all faculty who are deemed pains
"insubordination" is failing to in the rump.
submit to the authority of a
If the vague concept of
superior; disobedience.
insubo.r dination is allowed to stand
With this in mind, one must as a cause for termination, this
question what a university is, and may represent a very hazardous .
whether it has a place for a term precedent for the faculty. Faculty
that usually is located in business members may give a whole new
and military communities.
meaning to Central's reputation of
Ideally, a university is a being a suitcase college.
community of free thinking scholA good thing about the code,
· ars who do research and study, which is the good thing about law,
Unand then pass on th.e findings of is it can be changed.
their work to people wanting to fortunately for the faculty, any
learn.
change they seek must meet the
Is this the type of university we approval of the Board of Trustees.
have here at Central? I would like · If the code's shortcomings can
to hope so, but I tend to think not. be corrected, and the faculty is
· Not as long as insubordination is given more than a token renrevalid grounds for firing faculty.
sentative role, then let the code
Although the code contains the · carry their name. But if these
term "insubordination/' it does not corrections do not come about,
define it. This lack of darity on then let the code be called by the
what constitutes insubordination, name of those it best benefits and
is a real potential danger to the represents, .the administration not
'
the faculty.
faculty.
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Shirts, Jogging Suits, Baseball

20
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Tennis
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1 Rack 1s lz Price

Backpacking

Continued from Page 1
not provided the funds to finance
the costly operation. ""Thus the
burden falls on the state.
Facilities Planning has requested
$1,150,000 from the state to meet
the requirements for the academic
buildings, Auxiliary Services is
asking for about $600,000 and
Student
enterprises
needs
$110,000. We · have no way of
knowing if we'll get that much,
that's up to the Legislature."
Ann Thompson, Organizational
Specialist in Handicapped Student
Services said, "Donn (Rothe) is
being very helpful and is trying his
best to bring about the changes as
quickly as possible. A good
example is the problem of entering
Barge Hall. The e~trance requires
that the student go up a few steps
and then down again if he is to get
into the Placement office. In the

Dunlop - Prince - Bancroft

Tent S1
by EUREKA

.20% OFF
Baden Rackets

sp'::i~~· ,9 ,s

Sleeping Bags
by WHITE STAG

95

20% oFF

past, .to allow students access to
inaccessible services, the records
or materials needed for an
interview were carted to the HSS
office and then back to the office.
This inconvenient arrangement is
being 1lleviated with a temporary
. solution. A door is being put in the
waif to the conference room in
Barge."
"The handicapped students have
been very helpful and patient,"
Rothe said, "They have put up
with a lot iii the past and the
weekly meetings with them allow
us to get information about what is
needed right from those needing
the changes. With the realization
of what they have to go through to
get the use of services and
.facilities, I feel a little embarrassed for everyone concerned
that we have waited until a
government order to enact the
changes now being made."

June 7th Kittitas and Thorp
June 8th Ellensburg
June 9th Central Washington

Don't forget the Graduate
Wallets for the guy or {;(al

II.~.,'.,·.

I

CHESS BOARDS
TRAVEL ALARMS
JEWELRY BOXES

....

CHARM BRACELETS

I
I

I
R

Head - Wilson - Davis

Tennis

jAd1das, White Stag,Russell,
Casual, Channell Mark

;: ·:

Athletic Shoes

Converse,

IaUn~ersbirts, ~horts,
rurt
I

Money asked for
handicap facilities

Plus: FREE

1
1

l_r:

"kafkaesque," and he felt sorry for
the president because he inherited
the code and he has to operate
under · it.
In the Stastny case, the FGC did
not make recommendations on the
charges, only findings. Maybe it's
because they realiz.e d . the final
decision was made on January 25,

II
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I
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BIRTHSTONE RINGS
Fine jewelry by,, Krementz, Bobe Courtship, Tortaloni,
and Van Dell
Gift Certificates and a large gift line to choose from

•

.

;Button's ·

·4th Avenue and Pine Street

Ellensburg, WA. 9B926

925-2400
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Thank·you!
Central Washington University
As a senior preparing to leave this institution, I can reflect back upon- ·
my years at Central with deep pride and great joy. I a~ so fortunate to
have had an opportunity to work, learn, explore and -enjoy life with
people so capable in their talents and personalities.
. Thank you to the ~dministrators, for your patience with my youthful
enthusiasm and your models of delivery, preparation, and commitment
to the task of providing for the university community as a whole.
Thank you to the faculty members who have provided me with
learned skills which I hav~ continued to build upon to prepare for my
existence outside of this university. Thank you to the University staff
who play one of the largest roles in runnin{.( this fine institution. Your
help and guidance in ml!'lf,Y areas has been much appreciated, thank you.
· Students, there are many fine people within our com.m unity, many of
whom you have met and I have not. I encourage you to single out and
thank those individuals who have provided you with friendship,
knowledge and love.
The following are people who I have supported in the past and will
continue to support in the future, as indiviauals with large capacities
for providing for the needs of others.

·•

Ron Frye
_
Jimmie R. Applegate
Lloyd
(Gabe)
Gabriel
Sandi Balmer
Don & Virginia Garrity
Eric Beardsley
Don & Lu Guy
·
Bruce Beecher
Helmi Habib
Lou Bovos
Ken & Britta Jo Hammond
Corky 6ridges
.
Jim & Lilliari Brooks & family Ed (Ch.uckles ~ Harrington
Franklin Carlson
Jim Hollister
Central Christian Fellowship
Bob & Peggy lrvirtg
Sherrie Chrysler
Jerry & Gail Jones
Fritz Clarke
Courtney Jones
Barbara Davis
Vern LaBay ·
John & Carol Drinkwater
Richard (Deacon~ Meier
Stan Dudley
John & Karen Moawad
Pat & Gary Moore /
·Al Eberhart
Walt Emkin
Liz Moore
Bo.b Envick
Dean Nicholson
Gary Frederick
Clint Noyes

Jerry O'Gorman
Donna Pace
Manuel Paddilla
Millie Paul
Dorothy Purser
Bill & Connie Robertson
E. E. f Doc~ Samuelson
Catherine f Sadn Sands
Don & Jean Schlit·sman
Howard Scott
Owen Shadle
Jot> Slaughkr
Cathy Stalork
Berlt~

Stt>vt>nson ·

Greg Trujillo
. Bill Whiting

Burt Williams
I... aura W ii son
Bonnie Wirmel
Mikt> Williams

My special thanks and appreciation to my wife and friend, Rochelle
Dietz, for her morale and financial support. To my parents and family,
Dick & Sue Dietz, Craig & .Celene Dietz, Steve & Cindy Dietz, Brian &
. Roxanne Dietz, Claudia Dietz, and friends, Ralph, Bonnie, Krista,
Karen-Olson and Ms. Carol Sapp.,

m.
Richard M. Dietz
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Letters·to the Editor
~--------------------------·I

I

Freedom ~edefined

i'Others' honored!
I

I

Dear Editor:
This letter is directed to your
article "Something's Rotten at
Central" (May 17). I am an avid'
reader of your 'paper. I especially
like to read the articles you writei
I find them most amusing as do
most of the people I talk to.
Although I'm sure that is not
what was intended.
· You advocate free thinking, yet
your own mind is so badly chained
by your liberal, radical thinking
that you can't see past your nose.

You think that Hayakawa should agrees with guns and warfare, my Dear Editor:
not be allowed to speak Oil this ·poor uninformed person, you have
With graduation time approachcampus but you're allowed to run missed the point. If you are ing, various awards are given to.
loose. How is this free-thinking?
referrl.ng to Hayakawa's clean-up honor graduates, honorable proThe other side should be allowed of San Fransisco University in the fessors and other persons.
to· express their views in the same 60's, he should be commended. He Granting the brilliance and hard
unorthodox ways you do. Just turned it back into a place of work of the official honors people,
how do you rate?
learning rather than a place of still there should be recognition
As far as this university's political warfare. This university paid to other people, energetic and
administration's way of thinking, I is .a place of free thinking, they let capable · in their own separate
admire it for its backbone. And I you mouth off without · con- ways.
An Indian tribe of
here,
the
commend President Garrity's way sequence, don't they? They don't undergraduates
of standing up for our university in even require you to back up your Fukawes, used to give their own
Olympia. If you think Hayakawa thought with facts. · But a honors to people. I would like to
university that is not run without continue in that great tradition.
First, Dean Nicholson should be
some kind of order is not a place of
honored . for not quite taking the
learning.
Learn To Mix With · The Spirits,
At Central, you are allowed to national basketball championship.
And Enjoy A New- Career
dress, look, think, and act. as you The greatest faculty member on
want as long as you are not campus, Nicholson is more honIn The Field Of Mixology
hurting others. This is freedom, ored off-campus than on campus.
Second, Professors Hammond
Jody! If it weren't, you wouldn't
and
Macinko have done the
be here. I think your definitioh of
· free thinking is to have everyone definitive bibliographical work in
agree with you; they don't Jody! the field of ecology, and they
For once listen to the other side should be recognized.
Third, Edward J. Harrington
before popping your mouth off.
should get some award for keeping
For
•
once
practice
what
you
Register For A Special Training
preach! Free thinking applies to the ship of this academic comProgram Starting. June 4th At
other
people's points of view as m unity afloat during the perilous
The Red Apple Motor Inn,
well; you are not the only one who storms of the last decade: rip tides
Yakima.
·
of resentments, squalls of lawthinks he's right.
suits, choppy weather from the
My point, Jody, is "free students, and an always uncertain
thinking" is tO listen and try to ground swell from the legislature,
understand where people are whirlpools from the trustees,
Low tuition, morning, afternoon.
'. coming from .· and then to share hidden beefs from the media,
and evening classes are available
your ideas (but be careful Jody, icebergs from the actual winters;
(Gas Allowance ·To Ellensburg) ;
you might learn something)!
the old boat has come through.
Another thing Jody, if there is
Fourth, students, whom no. one
anything rotting at Central, it's ever thought would graduate, are
your brain! going to get their final certificates
this year. One does not like to
name names, but Tom Lineham of
i
City
Council and library fame,
}
-Frank Nelson. and Neil Bartow
come to mind from a much larger
I
Car pools & Buddy system accepted.
group. Years of concern finally
Lynn K. Borek
paJ. off, and students do finally
A student happy with Central

BARTENDING &
COCKTAIL SER-VING

STEP INTO A NEW WORLD

JOB PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE UPON
COMPLETION OF THE COURSE.

SPECIAL NOTICE

I

i

If 10 students register classes can be here

!

,Call 453 - 5444 9 - 8 P.M.
To ArraD,e For Special Registr1 tion Forms

PIONEER ·
TRAINING INSTITUTE.

RELAX!
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Let Judy do your
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Robert Goedecke
Heavy thinker from Gary, Indiana
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,FAST
ACCURATE

Licensed and Bonded School :
Div. of Pioneer Mixology Assoc.,

graduate and · go out into the
world of no gas on Sundays-the
brave souls.
Fifth, then there are always
those students of life. who find
Central too taxing to the mind and
soul, and to stultifying to basic life
forces, but they become alumni
all the .same. Alan Fate comes to
mind, wlio finally left the ivory
towe:rs of higher edu~tion and
became a feed salesman in
Wapato: starting at seventeen
thousand a year, more than many
of our top poets and thinkers make
within our ivy covered walls. Hail
to fate which overcomes all
obstacles.
Sixth, Steve de Cou helps the
morale of many a wavering man
and woman, unnerved by the
ferocity of tpe educational pace set
here in the Kittitas Valley. The
basic spirit raiser for the college
community, he needs some sort of
collegiate a.ward. Malt does more
than Milton can, to justify the
college administratioi;i's way to
man.
Seventh, we should ·have some
anti-awards, 'for all the professors
who sell real estate, vacuum
cleaners, record players, apples
and pears, cows, grades, etc., in
the afternoons when they should
be doing research and working on
their academic problems. Professoring is a full time occupation,
no matter what these characters
say .and do.
Theory before
practice, faith before works, has
been the truth of the Western
World, and our salvation. As our
new president has indicated, the
blind mouths should go. But the
great unbowed sluggers here
should get seats at the front table.

Remember! Make-up ,a nd hair
color changes with the season.
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·Editorial -·

Dranta departntent h ·a s prohlents?
by Mu-ilin Myers
. . appear to be too busy to pay
·
attention."
Over the past few y.ears,
Varied opinions of d'ramadepartinterest and enrollment in Cen- ment. faculty are prevalent.
tral's drama department has According to Felice Green, asubstantially declined. ]nan effort nother drama major, the faculty
to find out what some of the here are very cooperative.
problems contributing to this are,
"I enjoy the cooperation of the
a survey was taken this quarter at professors when students attempt
Central.
to pursue their ideas. There is
As I had anticipated, most of the support when a student shows
non-drama majors intervi'ewed interest ' and tries to put her/his
had little or no awareness of the Idea across," said Green.·
drama departipent here. Many of
Music major Jean Clegg had this
the students surveyed had totally to say when asked what improveno interest in theater, whether it ments she would like to see in the
be participation or just attending department: " ... a revamping of
Central's productions. Some the faculty. The competency of
students, who are not drama some instructors is in doubt. I'd
"enthusiasts," were interested in like to see better harmony among
theater but liave negative views of the faculty an,d more attention
the drama department, such as given to the technical depart1
ment."
this: ·
Q. "What is your opinion of the
drama department?"
A. "Not good and getting worse."
' •.•• disenchanted'
This isn't to say that all students
had this particular opinion about
the drama department. Quite a
few of them , had apprecia,tive
Kandis Branum
a Central
remarks, such as one senior who graduate who received her degree
said, "For a small school, it has, in in Theater.
Her comments
the past, allowed gr~at opportun- concentrated on/one of the biggest
ity to explore new areas. It lacks problems in the department-the
something now! Guts!"
·bickering among the students.
Said Branum, 'Tm becoming
disenchanted more and more with
Varied opinions
thedepartment. Thestudentsare
too involved with themselves
Sarah Thompson is a drama rather than the work they are
major here, and seri6us about her doing." She said the faculty "may
involvement in theater.
Said not be the best, but they care."
Branum's statement touches on
Thompson, "I feel that in the
past, the professors have dea key· problem. . Why are drama
pended on certain students' st~udents here turning on each
abilities, and these-students are no other instead of working together
as professional groups do?
longer here."
Thompson went on to say that . · Branum said she would like to see
she believes there is "a whole more student-run shows; low
group of talented people waiting to budget-no frills shows-"just for
be 'groomed,' but the professors .the sake of DOING something!"'
JS.

.

Ken Shoemaker commented, play selections" in order to Robertson is a drama major also.
" ••• more children's theater! More motivate his participation. Drama
The general concensus is that
conter.•porary theater. Let's not in the department is lacking better productions and selections -,
pull out the- old shows anymore." variety.
would draw · more people into the
Other , types of theater that
-Thompson said she wants more department, with more variety in
students who were interviewed "supportive participation" in the classes and a "fresh" approach
requested are: dance, mime, department. She included herself from drama department faculty:.
musicals, absurd, comedy, trag- among those "guilty" of
inter- This isn't to say the department
edy, tragic-comedy, experimental departmental bickering. This was hasn't put on some excellent
theater, more Shakespeare, partic- her opinion:
productions-they have.
ipatory theater and more improv"I think we drama students
i.zation.
waste more energy cutting each
,
•
l .,
other down rather than supporting
,••• Proper stim U US ·
Drama . department each other. If we would support
outdated?
each other, the enrollment in
This article isn't intended to be··
drama classP' would. increase- solvent for . the department's
Most non-drama students sug- negative energy produces noth· problems. This reporter would
g_ested that they would like to see ;ing."
simply like to point out to both
more musicals, and more familyThompson's statements point to students and faculty involved that
oriented productions, including a lack of stimulation in the there is a definite problem that an
comedy at the top of the list.
department towards creating posi- should be aware of. There are
Green said she would like to see tive energy.
talented people .h ere on this ·
.. social
commentary types of ,._,,..,,_,,.._._.......,__..__..................................,., campus that could contribute ,tc
plays-relative to today's prob' ••• add auditioning
the making of a top-notch drama
lems."
department. I would like to see aU
Is the drama department out· cl':f SS
of these people have the proper
dated? Opinions indicate a general
Peggy Robertson said she would stimulus and opportunity to make
student-disatisfactioil with the like to see an auditioning class the most of their time here .at
way things are being run. Clegg added to the curriculum.
Central.
said she feels the department
-"needs to be modernized, and get
'
~
-with it!"
Branum said she wants "more ,
G iv e y 0 u r ... If 0 methi n g bea u ti f u I _,
for the masses, not the chosen
f
few!"
'
•.:
'
to remember the valley by.
'
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Music makes money

f
t

.,
One education major wants
more musicals. She makes an
important point-"A musical
would draw a large amount of
participation from non-drama students. Plus music generally makes
money!" (Th~ department relies
heavily on support from box office
draw.)
One student stated plainly that
he would like to see "some decent
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JESUS NORTHWEST PRESENTS

DAVID

MEECE

MIKE
WARNKE

&

· Songs Including
I Can't Believe It's True,
Everybody Needs A Little Help

Author of The Satan Seller,
"Hey, Doc"

The Finest in Contemporary Gospel Ministry!
TICKET PRICE

7:30 P.M., May 24th

$2.50 Advance

Morgan Jr. High School

$3.50 Door

Ellensburg, Washington
CENTRAL CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

'.

TICKET OUTLETS
SUB Info Booth CWU
King's ~orner - Ellensb.u rg
Christian Arts Center - Wenatchee
Book N' Bible - Yakima
Fisherman - Moses Lake
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Our 6o/o - -_·r ate increases
.

I

·•

-

may _be the best news
you'll ge~ all year!
I

•

t seems odd that anyone
could be proud to offer
their renters an increase
in room and board rates for
.the upcoming year. _Well,
we're not proud of anything
that costs you, the student,
more money - but we have
worked very long and hard to
hold down cost increases in
our _Housing and Food .
Services system here at
Central. We think that ,the
result is reflected in such a
small increase in next year's
rates.

ur increase, while slight,
gives you a chance to ·
plan on something that
you can count on. You can be
certain that when you return
.in the Fall we're not gc;>ing to
spring another increase on
you. In fact, all next year our
rates are guaranteed to remain
the same. And in' a year that
projects an inflation. rate of
anywhere from seven to
twelve percent our rates could
be the best hedge against
inflation that exists.

O

I

~

o you expect your
cost of living will
reflect a 6% increase
next year? A recent survey
shows us ·that the cost of
I iving on campuses across the
country will increase by 8~%
next year. That makes the
Housing and Food Service
system here at Central look
pretty good by comparison.
Certainly the cost of groceries
will increase by more than
6%. How about utilities? Do
you suppose that they will .·
hol.d to less than 6% increases
for next year? No chance of
it. And rent: Do you expect
that when you move home to ·
Nork for the Summer that the
-ents in .town wil"I be able to
1old to less than a 6%
ncrease? It's possible, but
1ighly unlikely. So why aren't
rve going sky high like every. :hing else? F~ir question.
:verydav the. Housing and
=ood Service staff are working

D

"B eck Hall Crazies " d emonstrate their 1980
Olympic gymnastic routine during dinner at
Holm es Dining Hall. Ti' e figured that if they were
willing to · perfo rm th eir imitatio n of mount
Rainier in their 111 ashed p o tato es, the least we
could do would be to pri~1 t it.

hard to find ways to hold ·
down costs. Case in point:
Last year we installed thermostatic heat control I ing devices
in some buildings that help us
monitor and control heat loss
and energy waste. This move
saves us (and therefore you) a lot of bucks in fuel costs while
making your home a much
more comfortable. place to
live. We save and you save.
Here's another case in point:
Food costs are climbing clear
out _of sight. That's not ·news.
Our buying practices, purchased quantities, and food
storage capabilities help us
save a lot of bucks. By
purchasing food in quantity ·at
the lowest possibl·e price ;:ivail- .
able now, we can hold down
the cost of your meals later.
The savings a_re remarkable. ·

.
S

o when you make your
plans · for next Fall,
think of us too. And
·
when you start to compare
prices, remember that -ours
won't change all year.
ey, we hope th.a t you
have a fantastic
Summer. . If you are
.graduating or just moving on,
well, "Happy trails to you~"
But if you're returning next
Fall, stop in and say hello!
We'll be waiting for you.

H

Food

Services

Housing
~· ·Services.
For infor111atio1l about Residence Halls
Family Housing ; or Single Adult Apartments, contact th e Housing Office,
103 Barge Hall. 963-1831.
For information a.DO!ft the offca111pus
llleal plans, cont,ict tlze Food Services
Office in Holmes Dining Hall. 963-1591

'Have a great summer. See you next fall!'
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Arts and Entertain1nent

M u·sic professor Cunha retir~s
by Marilin Myers

A distinguished man who is
generously inspired, will retire
from Central's music' department
faculty this year. Professor
Clifford Cunha says he feels, "The
years have gone by .faster than I
wanted them to."
Central requires a mandatory
retirement at age 67.
Some
other universities such as tbe
University of Washington extend
their retirement age to 70. Cunha
taught at the University for five
years prior to coming to Central's
faculty staff.
,
A native Californian from
Gilroy, Cunha learned the joys of
.nusic at an / early age from his
mother, who is also a musician.
She encouraged him to take an
interest in music, so Cunha
1earned to play the violin, piano
and french horn while he was quite
young.
He stated that, to him, music
as been an "all encompassing
past-time," and he cites the art as·
"the greatest joy there is in the
world."
Cunha majored in brass and
strings (french horn and violin) in
college, and graduated from San
Jose State .University in 1939 with
a bachelors degree in music. He
laughingly recalled how he had
always wanted to become the
"famous french horn player in the
New York Philharmonic."
Fortunately for Central, Cunha
never did make it to the Big Apple.

After graduating, he was offered a University of Southern California
teaching position and accepted it.
for some. time, then moved on to
He informed this reporter that, at Stanford where ·he received his
that time, the average salary for a masters degree. He did his
teacher was about $1,350 a year!
doctoral work at the University of
(A far cry from what educators Washington, where Wayne Hertz
make now, obviously.) ·
from Central found him.
Cunha said he -found teaching _ Hertz asked Cunha to join h~m
was so much fun that he at Central to help build the
"got hooked on the kids." It's orchestra and string program.
evident that the professor loves - And that is just what Cunha has
children from the amount of accomplished.
yellowed newspaper photograph
He started by giving free string
clippings of musically inclined lessons every Saturday morning to
children he has plastered on children. This evolved into the
his office walls.
String Practicum, where college
Cunha has led a diversified life students teach grade school
thus far. When Uncle Sam tacked students music lessons. Cunha
up the "I want YOU ... " signs said the program "helps our kids
during World War II, Cunha was learn how to teach."
one of those people who "wanted
Another innovation of Cunha's is
to save my country." He said he the Cispus Summer Music Camp
could have gone into war as a for high school students. The
musician, but preferred to make a summer camp is located at the
more ~ substantial contribution to Cispus Environmental Center in
the situation.
the heart of the Gifford Pinchot
Cunha taught in the soutlier.st- National Forest near Randle.
ern United States as a pilot
Cunha said he ran the camp for
instructor for three years. He five summers, but has now turned
commented that promotions were it over to Professor Gordon
slow to happen in those days, but Leavitt in order to enable his wife
he did manage to make Air Force and him to visit Europe this
Lieutenant.
summer.
Cunha said that being a pilot
Cunha also started the Music
trainer in the war was an Scholarship Program on campus,
"extremely arduous" task. The calling it a "viable program with
students managed to mak~ ner- several facets."
vous wrecks of a few of their
He stated that he thinks
instructors while . they were Ellensburg's string program is
learning how to fly B-25 airplanes "one of the best in the state, and
by trial and error.
it's my fault." Cunha said that
Cunha returned to school at the developing the string program i~

Europe or bust • • •
How would you like to be taking Laudinella which is fully equipped
off for Europe the last week in with reheaz:sal rooms and a large
May instead of studying for finals? concert hall.
~he Central ·Singers are going to
do just that!
Leavitt said the first year's
Two years ago, the Central journey to Europe was "just
Singers were one of the six choirs fantastic," and they are all very
'nvi~ed by the Associate Consul- excited about the upcoming
tants for Education Abroad to trip. The students pay their own
attend the St. Moritz Choir expenses for the tour. There are
Festival. This year they have 37 students ·going along with
een invited back by the ACFEA Leavitt.
for an encore.
Leavitt said some of the
Professor Gordon Leavitt will students will b~ staying longer
,Ce taking the choir this year again than the planned week. Students
on a one week tour of Europe.
from YVC will also be going with
They will leave Seattle on May 27, the Singers.
landing in London on the 28th with
r nough time to tour the famous
When the Singers perform, they
Windsor Castle before they arrive will be .conducted by a well known
in St. Moritz, Switzerland.
conductor from Munich, Karl
Richter. The English Chamber
_ The Singers will stay in St. Orchestra will accompany the
Moritz at the Hotel Laudinella, group also.
along with the five other choirs.
They will attend seminars 'and · Their travels will include tours
lectures in St. Moritz and rehearse of Brussels, Strasbourg, Paris,
Bach's B Minor Mass in the Hotel Dijon, and London. Leavitt said,

CORNISH

Institute Of Allied Arts

* Dance

* Design
* Fine Art
* Music
* 1 heater
,

Port time summer study
begins June 11
Free brochure available
write or call:
710 East Roy Street
Seattle, Washington 98102
(206) 323-1 400
Melvin Strauss, President

"It's a quality program," explaining how the students will only
miss one week of school, tour some
beautiful European sites, perform
in some of the most beautiful
cathedrals in the world and still be
back in Ellensburg in time to
pursue their summer plans.
The CRIER would like to wish
the Central Singers and Professor
Leavitt the best of luck and a
pleasurable journey.
Happy
Trails!

this part of the state has been his
greatest satisfaction. String Day
at Central has developed notoriety
around the state. It occurs in
January and is a non-competitive
affair where students join together in a "masterwork" at the
end of the day.
Cunha said programs like these
are important to Central because
they bring students to the
universi.ty and help establish
interest in enrollment.
Cunha· mentioned that his wife
Ruth is also a practicing musician.
She gives private lessons and
plays violin and viola. They have
two daughters who are now a
lawyer and a teacher; two sons,
one . is finishing his masters
degree in botony here at Central,
and the other is a ski instructor at
Sun Valley.
Cunha said some "elegant
candidates" have applied for his
position; over 40 in all. A decision
has not been made on his
successor, however.

Cunha said his suggestion to
aspiring music students is to keep
"pressing on."
Said Cunha, "Having faith in a
better future is important fo:r: all of
us." He remarked that talent
alone isn't enough, nor is education. He sa_id, to him, the slogan
"press· on" has always prevailed,
and having the courage to face
tomorrow even if today looks
dismal.
"Latent in everyone's heart is
the innate search for be~uty,"
opined Cunha. He said he believes
giving a student affirmation
helps one to become strong, and
negation weakens us all.
Cunha is a positive believer in
the future. Concluded Cunha, "I
like to take students from where
they are "to where they can be."

r-Red. . . . . . . . . . . .1
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THE HAIR
FORUM
Hair care studio

Get acquainted special!
Perms $25
includes haircut & style
Long hair $30
We carry
HRX products
Good thru
May 31st only
Debi Staples

call now!
925-6651

cwu
INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAMS
Fall Quarter in
Cologne, Germany
Take advantage of an exciting opportunity to live and
study in Cologne, Germany. Live with a local family and
take courses from Northwest faculty and native instructors.
Most classes are offered in English.
For further information and application forms contact
the Office of International Program_s, Barge Hall 305,
Phone 963-3612.

I·
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'Brown' 'm arches on

Congratulations!
And good luck
to all the grads
froill the

black man. As Clay Wingate,
played by Doug Carver, put it,
" 'Til the last damn Yankee goes
horn~ and quits.''
Clay Wingate, a soldier in the
Rebel Army comes across a
battle-scene strewn with the
persona.ls of brave soldiers.
Among them are a boot smeared
with blood, a woman's locket and a
dead cat. He is amazed that some
soldier may have befriended the ')
animal and taken it into battle. He
speaks, "You don't fight wars with
a tabby cat.''
Mike Oertli voices John Brown's
heartbreak and rage when several
days after the burning
of
Lawrence, Kansas by Quantrill's
raiders, John Brown led . an
expedition to Pottawotamie Creek
where his men killed five
pro-slavers. "Five men dead by
the Pottawotamie."
The drama is cloyed throughout
by the futility of John Brown's
death-the South was. convinced
that slavery would last forever.
"Mine eyes have seen the
glory .. ./John Brown's body lies a
- - -- - •CLIP'NSAVE• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . mouldering in the grave/We'll
hang Jeff Davis on a sour apple
tree/It's muddy, it's cold, we lost
the battle/It is well that war
should be so terrible, else we
might grow fond of it/He was
down in the grass a bloodshot
dream i:p his mind/Sherman's
hours day
rfdin' on to the sea-JubilaiJubilo.''
The stage voice of Brian Earl
Thompson is magnificent.Kenneth
Kron's Irish brogue resounds with ...
dedication. The performances of"
Charles Abernathy as Cudjo the
slave, Chris Reinertson as Jack
Ellyat and Abraham Lincoln,
I Peggy Robertson as tucy
Weatherby
and
Mary
Zumbrunnen-Fridlund as Sally
Dupre showed the type · of
excellence that will surely carry
them through many more perfor-·
mances.
.
"There is no plan anymore, only
Call 963-3200 and ask to hear the
Tape
blackened and bloody men."
tape of your choice.
491
Suicide
492
Recognizing suicidal potential
493
Helping someone who is suicidal
84
Death & dying
85
Understanding grief
People inte~ested
38
Coping with stress
BASIC MENTAL
in summer Crier
HEALTH
INFORMATION
staff positions.
Self-Improvement
Tape
SUGGESTIONS ON
Relaxation exercises
37
H,OW TO HELP
44
Learning to accept self
Please contact
YOURSELF
Increasing self-awareness
34
Mary at 963-1026.
Building self-esteem and confidence 35
Self-·assertiveness
402
How to say 'No'
10
Expressing negative thoughts
6
Dealing with constructive criticism
7
For information or appointment
The value of self-talk
3~
with a professional counselor phone What is therapy?-How to use it
61
963-1391.

Ellensburg
FLORAL
SHOP.
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by Lawrence Breer
While there have been countless
stories and poems about the civil
war, there is perhaps no greater
embodiment of human emotion
and expression of personal feelings
of people involved in that war,
than Stephen .Vincent Benet's epic
poem, "John Brown's Body."
Benet wrote the poem while
living in Paris. The narrator at the
beginning of the Central production of "John Brown's Body r
suggests the real spirit of a
situation comes out when you can
be away from it. From Paris,
Benet may have had _more
objectivity· than if he had tried
walking the battlefields recouping .
all the feelings that went with
burnt crops, runaway slaves, cold
and hungry soldiers sloshing
through the mud to lose yet
another battle.
Benet even
captured the unlikely passing of.
two boats on the river; one is from
the north and the other from the
south. Since neither is in the
mood to deal out death, they
0

exchange friendly greetings and
wish each other well.
Benet's poem, from which the
Central drama department production was taken, follows the
history of the Civil War from the
raid on Harper's Ferry, Virginia to
the surrender of Lee at Appomattox Courthouse east of Lynchburg,·
Virginia.
The drama department's production of "John Brown's Body"'
cannot be called a play, . for ~t
wasn't. . There were .. no props,
costumes, lighting effects, or stage
moves. The drama participants
merely sat in chairs behind three
stone pediments and read the
parts of the various characters.
No, I retract, it was much more
than reading.
There were
movements and gestures and voice
characterizations that were as
good as any play could have been.
The South was dedicated to the
continuance of economic good
through the use of slaves. The
North was determined .to end that
slavery and bring dignity to th~

963-3200
24
a

Telephone

unseline

ape
Proaram

Marriage, Divorce
Family and Friends
Common marital prob.I ems and
how to handle them
Fighting fair in marriage
Parenting skills
Planning for children
Death of a marriage
Divorce
Dealing with the realities
of divorce
How to cope with a broken
marriage
Dating skills
Becoming independent from
parents
Things to consider in looking
for a mate
Friendship building
Helping a friend
Becoming open to others
Fighting constructively
Types.of intimacy
Contracts in intimate relations
Example of contract building

Tape
75
74
77
76
82
80
81
83
18
478

71
1
90
16

5
·3
411
412

WANTED

COUNSELING &
STUDENT
DEVELOPMENT

cwu

Tape
Female sex roles - Changes and
stresses
Male sex roles - Changes and
stresses
Physical intimacy
. Female homosexuality
Male homosexuality
Dealing with frigidity
Dealing with impotency
Timing problems in male sexuality

23

24
Tape

Burglary prevention
Retirement

SUE LOMBARD
ANNEX

39

40
4
20
21
22

300

Crisis

Alcohol
Early signs of an alcohol problem
Responsible decisions about
drinking
Dealing with alcoholic parents

Feelings
Sponsored by
COUNSELING &
STUDENT
DEVELOPMENT and
AUXILIARY
SERVICES

Anxiety & ways to cope
Infatuation or love
How to handle fears
Dealing with anger
Understanding jealousy
What is depression?
How to deal with depression
Depression as a lifestyle
How to deal with loneliness

Tape
160.
161
479

Tape

30
70
33 I

8
9
431
432

433

32

301

Rick Sasaki
962-9292

Putting this
face
in your future.
\"our Fiddih l"nion Fidd .\"ot·ial<" un
hrlp plan ~our fin11ndal fu1ur• •111h
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Sports
Pam Webster

Jocks Rap

From dribbles to aces

by Jack Corey
Since the softball season won't be completed until after this, the
last issue, is out, I will have to give the first team AU-Star squad
early and hope that they perform up to their ability the rest of the
season.
Starting in th.e outfield we have selected Mickey Fowler, Mark
Marney, Steve Beu and Ian Jacobsen as the four longthrowers.
They have all playedi well, hit constantly and are intellige"nt,
·
usually.
· As catcher is the heavy weight from Waterville, Steve Smith,
who has yet to let a runner stomp all over him'at the plate. Smith,
from what I hear, has not been hitting well, but his defense has
s~emingly more than made up for this deficiency.
The infield is where I had more trouble than anywhere else.
But, after consulting key intramural players, I have come up with
four who represent, probably, the most talented bunch in the
intramural program this year.
Without regard to position, since from what I was told, they all
can play just as well at any position, they are: Kelly Baehr, Dave
Goodman, Mike Johnson and Doug Martenson. If you were· lucky
enough to play on the same team as any of these, then I am sure
you played on a winning ballclub.
~
And now for the flamethrower himself. It took a conference .
between several people and .myself before this · weighty decision
was made. Brian Picard, from With Ourselves, was practically the
unanimous choice, with a couple votes going to Tony Leitch.
So there you have this ;year's intramural softball team. Sorry I
didn't have time · to name a Ladies or co-ed team.
For tl')e playoffs it is rumored and even now still undenied that
the way it is to be done is by a draw out of a hat. If this method is
used, we m~y see a couple of the top teams eliminated right off,
allowing some of the second-best teams a chance to win it all. I, for
one, applaud Bill Parker, intramural head, if this is the way he
intends to do it. Give the underdogs a chance. Blow a little of the
egotism off some of these undefeated teams ... it'll make for a much
better tourna1,11ent, if not for a much more fair one.

Pam Webster came to C~ntral
two years ago to play basketball,
but instead she has left her mark
as a tennis player.
Before she ever turned out for
basketball here, Webster decided
to switch to tennis. Because of her
success she is glad she made the
change.
Webster had much more basketball experience when she arrived
at Central, so her decision came as
a surprise. After graduating from
Omak High School, Pam received a
scholarship to play basketball at
Wenatchee Valley Community
College.
She was a two-year
starter for Wenatchee and led the
team in scoring her freshman
season.
Growing up in a sports-minded
family, Pam competed in many
activities as a youngster, but it
wasn't until her junior year in high ·
schoolthatshetookuptennis. She
became interested in tennis only
because she didn't meet the age .
requirements for spring softball, a
sport. in which she had participated for years.
,With only four years of
· competitive tennis experience,
Pam has made
tremendous
strides. Last week, without even
being seeded, Pam won the
regional championship in No. 3
singles to qualify for nationals
June 6-9 in Denver, Colorado.

Not a typical college tennis pressure on me."
player, Pam only plays the game
Webster enters nationals with a
during the short three-month 14-7 season record. She won four
season and never enters club straight regional matches to
tournaments.
qualify for the Denver tourney.
Pam's success can be attributed
"I really felt relieved. after my
to plenty of natural ability, last match," Pam said, "But it
dedication and determination and wasn't until about two days later
mental toughness. She admits that nationals dawned on me. One
that oftentimes she has less skill of the neatest things is that I will
than her opponent, but somehow get to fly in an airplane for the
manages to come out the winner. first time. In Omak we don't fly
"I think the mental attitude is 99 too many places."
·
·percent of tenni!!!," Pam said. "I
In addition: to her first airplane
thrive on competition and do my trip and her first trip to nationals,
best at tournaments because they Webster also will graduate from
don't make me nervous. I never Central that week. She hopes,
have anything to lose because no though, that she will miss
one ex11ects me to do much. I have g~aduation ceremonies because
a lot of confidence, but there is no
Contin~ed on Pag" 10
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INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
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Central has new QB

WARM-UP SUITS
REG $26

, by Greg Kummer

In great need of help at the
signal-calling position, Central
football coach Tom Parry ann,ounced that Gregg Wilbanks, a
· graduating quarterback from
Camas High School, has decided to
play football for the Wildcats next
fall.
Presently . only Jon Eagle, a
sparsely-used freshman . is returning for Parry in the quarter( back position. Eagle, a native of
Vancouver, played in only three
games last year while completing .
five of 13 passes.
Besides signal-calling, Wilbanks,
Camas High Player of the Year
and Team Captain, also doubl~d as

a defensive back for coach Fred the grid squad.
Williams.
c~ntral will be in great need of a
"Wilbanks has the size, throw stable quarterback once their
ing ability_, temperament, and season opens next September 15.
intellect to be a fine college The Cats open at home by hosting
quarterback," said Parry, going Linfield ColleJe. one of the top
into his 14th year at the helm of small-college teams in the country.
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Pam Webster
Continued from Page 9
that would mean she advanced to
the tennis finals.
With a de~ee in industrial
psychology . and a minor in
business, Pam hopes to enter the
business management field after
graduation.- Unlike many smalltown students, she has no desire to
live and work in the big city.
"I'm really homesick now," she
noted. "Omak is home to me. l
like that country. Wenatchee is
the biggest town I would ever
want to live in."
Tennis also is in Pam's future
plans.
She has thoughts of
coaching a high school team and
giving lessons and playing just for
the enjoyment.
"Tennis is now my favorite
sport," Pam explained. "Once I

Baseballers

Winning vvays return
by Greg Kummer
Lee Day ended his first season
as Central's baseball coach with a
23-16-l. record and a berth in last
weekend's NAIA District I playoffs.
Central's 1979 record was a
complete turnaround from the
1978 season when the Wildcats
finished with a'maFk of 10-27. The
Wildcats' season this year came· to
a close in the district playoffs
when they '\'ere defeated by .
Lewis-Clark State College, 6-1 and
12-0 ..
Shortstop Robbie Taylor, a
junior from Layton, Utah, led
Central in hitting with a .364
average. He had the most hits
(43), sacrifices (5) and, among the
regulars, the fewest strikeouts (5).
Jay Buckley, a senior from

Battleground, led the team in from Bothell was 3-0.
The encouraging hews for Day
extra base hits with 13, 10 doubles,
is that only six of the 1979
two triP.les and a home run.
The Wildcats had two un- Wildcats are seniors. Graduating
defeated pitchers this year, but will be Buckley, Mike Beeson
both missed the last few weeks (second baseman, Yakima), and
with injuries. Dave Pierce, a pitchers Ken Aries (Belfair),
Rusty McEwen (Toledo), Dave
junior from Benton City, had a 5-0 Iraola (Yakima) and Jim Klampher
record and Dan Sullivan, a junior (Ellensburg).

started playing it, I loved it. I
don't think you have to play
year-round to be good at it. If I
played all year, I think I'd get·
burned out."
'
With thaf in mind, Pam thinks
she will enter nationals with a
fresh attitude and a chance to
· enjoy the sport as she has done all
year.
"I wanted to have fun- my last
year," she said, "and I felt
confident that I would do well. I
had excellent coaching and the
other girls on the team have really
helped."
Pam took a couple of days off ,
from tennis after regionals to
concentrate on her studies. With
nationals approaching, though, she
is back to daily practices.
•·
Pam's parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Archie Webster of Omak.

TEAMS OF THE WEEK
A LEAGl 1E
With Ourselves

BLEAGUE

The Grads
Sultans of Swing

D LEAGl'E
W .I.I.A.S.M.

W LEAGl'E

Pick-up Duo Vents Installed.
413 N. Main Street
Ellensburg

LLEA.GUE ·
Y LEAGUE

Mighty Mitters

Bogattail

Roof Vents and
Richard S. Calkins
Phone 925-3777

X LEAGUE

i

Rainier Sluggers

C LEAGUE
Z LEAGUE

No Names

Ed Dardis

I
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PLAYER.O F THE WEEK
:J

John Willis
John Willis, a HCftrack star for Central this year wins the last Miller
Sports Award of the 1978-79 school season.
In last weekend's NAIA track and field national championships, Willis
recorded two Wildcat records. The fleet-footed defensive back for the
Cat football team sprinted to a 10.45 100 meter dash time, then came
back to sprint a 21.8 in the 200 meter dash.
Willis also won the Miller. Sports Award during last seJsoo's pigskin
campaign.
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EXIT INTERVIEW
INFORMATION

position, please stop by or write a
note advising the Placement
Center. We will appreciate the
details so we can keep our records
current, and also in order that
your name be withdrawn from the
list of candidates seeking.

COUNSELING
ROUND THE CLOCK

If this is your last quarter at
One recent evening, Cindy
Central and you have received a Schein (fictitious ·name) arrived
National Direct Student Loan, you home to find her roommate once
'11 must make an appointment for an again sprawled out on the floor.
exit interview. Call the Office of Jane had gone to another party,
Student Accounts, 963-3546, or go forgetting what she had done the
to the second floor of Mitchell Hall. previous evening. Cindy found
The office is located near the Jane in this situation with
Cashier's Office in the accounting recurrent frequency.
Cindy
section. ·
turned to the 24-hour tape
Counseline for information to help
• NUCLEAR DEMONSTRATION
An anti-nuclear demonstration Jane. The operator assisted her
will be held concurrently with the with the call and cho.se the
.Electrical Energy /Eastern Wash- appropriate tape to help with
t ington Conference . at 12 noon Jane's problem.
The department that came to
on . May ~1. Any interested persons
Jane's
help was the Telephone
can contact Matt, 925-6393, or
Sandy, 925-1752 for more infor- Counseline which is sponsored by
the Counseling and Student
• mation.
Development and Auxilary SerHELP SOMEONE GET A G.E.D. vice. It was established this past
fall in response to a growing need
•
Donate a couple of hours a week to get immediate help with
to tutor someone in English, emotional and other problems of
reading, or math. Bring someone the students and residents of
close to getting their high school Ellensburg.
·• diploma equivalency.
If inThe campus operator will assist
terested, contact Barb at Fifth the caller so that he/she can listen
Avenue Community Center, 962- to the appropriate tape.
The
9504, 507 Nanum Street.
Counseline provides information.
._ CAMP EMPLOY~ES WANTED
If help is needed, one should
contact the Counseling Center
Camp Illahee, located on the 963-1391. The services are free.
Teanaway River, needs women Call 963-3200 and ask to hear the
ft senior counselors, junior coun- tape of your choice.
selors, a cook and a nurse for this
The Telephone Counseline is
year's camp fire summer camp.
another service provided by the
July 5-6.
Pre-camp training:
Student Counseling and Develop• Sessions: July 15-28.
Paid ment Center. The hours are from
positions. Call 925-2755.
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 1 and anyone who
· needs to talk with a supportive,
sympathetic listener can walk in.
GANGES BUMP DAY
Handwriting Analysis, $20.
Write: Handwriting Consultants
The Ganges Bump, Glump,
~-of Washington, .Box 706, Yakima,
Hump Day and picnic will be May
30 from 2 to 5 p.m.
WA. 98907.
Pre-registration is required in
Person experienced in operating the Tent n' Tube.
~ hay harvesting equipment.
Co-ed teams at 12.
925-9436.
For more information, call
FOR SALE! Nice running and University Recreation at·963-2302.
looking 1972 Pinto. Also good
JOB ACCEPTANCE
411 sounding Sears Stereo system,
$75. Call Dan, 963-2567.
Seniors who have accepted a

1979-80 FINANCIAL AID
APPLICATIONS

'*

Applications for financial aid for
1979-80 are still available in the
Office of Financial Aid, Barge Hall,
room 209. Students applying for
financial aid at Central for 1979-80
must complete the confidential
statement and the Central applicaDeadline· date for
tion form.
submission was March 1. LATE
APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED, but awards to late
applicants will depend solely on
availability of funds after awards
have been made to "on time"
applicants. Undergraduate students are also required to apply
for Basic Educational Opportunity
Grants.

with the necessary qualifications
to do the job they need filled.
Last summer the program
If you are a person looking for registered 316 peopl~ for .work;
work this summer, you most likely out . of those, 275 people were
have found out that jobs are few referred to employers, and 101 of
and far between. So what happens them were placed on jobs. This
wl'ien you can't find work? Now year · they hope to better last
there are people who can help you year's mark by encouraging more
find a job.
community involvement.
The Youth Employment SerIf you are interested in this
vices (YES) is offering employ- program, stop by the office at 708
ment services for young people East . 8th, in the plaza, or call
between the ages of 14 and 20.
925-1919.
The service is free and there are
no economic guidelines.
Their office is located at 708
MAILING LIST
EC\,st 8th, in the plaza:
The
operations will begin on June 4
If you are a senior, graduating in
lasting until school starts next fall. this pJacement year, with a file
YES is offering this p~ogram to established at the Career Planning
help youths learn and become & Placement Center, you are
exposed to employer require- eligible for job notification service
ments, attitudes and expectations; when you leave the campus. To
also giving them opportunities to receive these notifications (be on
gain valuable experience. Em- the mailing list), you must stop by
ployers can also capitalize on the the CP&PC and complete a
program ~Y finding applicants mailing card.

CASH

·FOR
TEXTBOOKS!!!

Classifieds

7 days a week
Monday - Friday

•

Saturday & Sunday

. Anti-nukes rally

Knutson felt that, considering the
Continued from Page 1
that the march is a show of amount of time NUCLEUS had to
solidarity and concern among the prepare for McCormack's visit,
citizens of Ellensburg.
The they did an exf;!ellent job, and he
children are involved, said Farr, called the ,first anti-nuclear forum
• since 1979 is · the International "a tremendous success."
Year of the Child, and because.
The organization is comprised of
"It's their future · we are playing mostly students, although there
. with." Three anti-nuke groups are are professors and community
• planned to partidpate in the residents involved. Knutson
demonstration.
They are the declared that NUCLEUS is "not a
Jackrabbit Alliance, the Hanford radical movement." He went on to
·· Conversion Project, and the say that, "The anti-nuclear movement now is not a radical
Camus Field Affinity Group.
movement. I think it's a concerned
Knutson stated that NUCLEUS citizen's movement against the
• hopes to also have groups from obvious harms that nuclear energy
around Washington in Ellens- can bring to us; it's become
burg participating in their rally.
standard."
"People today are
There will be musical contribu- .changing their opinions about
' tions and speakers at the rally, and, nuclear power as a result of the
declared Knutson, any stud~nt~ Three Mile Island incident and
faculty memhP.r. or resident of the other information now being
,community who holds strong released about how nuclear power
e feelings about nuclear power may is being run."
attend and contribute his view.
"NUCLEUS," said Knutson, "is
The purpose behind the rally, concerned about the environment
Knutson revealed, is to make the and future generations. There
• public aware. "We want to attract are certain things we have to stop
people and make these people and look at, and we're going at
aware of the nuclear issues facing such a rapid pace that we're not
us today," he said.
looking at what we're doing."
• NUCLEUS formed spontaneSo now the nuclear controversy
ously about a week before Senator
, Mike McCormack paid a visit to has reached the town of EllensCentral's campus. McCormack is a burg and the campus of Central.
Matt Knutson summarized say• proponent of nuclear power, and
NUCLEUS arose as a result of ing, "I think when the students on
people wanting to express the a campus like Central begin to
• other side of the nuclear power speak out, there is a point to be
controversy, said Knutson-.
heard."

YES EMPLOYMENT
SERVICES

10 a.nt. - 7 p _.nt.
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Motorcycle mania·has a remedy
by Dave Christopher
Every spring when the weather
warms up, it begins to happen.
There is a change I go through, a
metamorphosis of the mind.
My hands begin to curl wanting
to clutch something, my heart
races with excitement at the
thought of being on top of one.
What is this over-whelming
phenomenon possessing my body
and mind? Maybe love, you say.
No, it's bike f-ever.
Every time it heats up, I get hot
with the idea of buying a bike.
Satisfaction won't come to me
until I get a 650 cc between my
legs.
With the summer starting to ,
show and · the oil companies' gas
·s hortage beginning to evolve,
buying a bike has potentials. '
Owning a motorcycle is the only
remedy to make bike fever

Condotta gave me a helmet and a
form to sign, relieving the shop of
liability.
"That's a lot of power between
your legs, don't forget it,"
Condotta advised me as I took off
for a drive.
I felt very cool on that bike,. no;,
cast in the conservative·art ·

subside~

Both motorcycle dealers in
town admit they're busy with
sales right now. Gary Condotta,
the manager of Yamaha of
Ellensburg, said that May is his
largest sales month.
"It's realty happening with the
gas crisis. You're going to see an ,
explosion in it," says Condotta
about expected bike sales. "The
bike industry is growing-it's
stronger than ever," - added
Condotta with a smile of success.
Gazing through the glossy gas
tanks arid polished chrome, only
fueled my fever. Then there it
was, my bike, a cherry red
y amaha 650 special sitting there
waiting for an owner.
"I got one out back just like that,
why not take it for a test drive,"
said Condotta, obviously spotting
the gleam in my eyes.
The bait was set, I couldn't help
myself, there was my ticket to
ride.
Accepting the offer, :

·t
t
t
t

riding since he was eight, says he's it was stopping behind him, it was.
had some spills in the dirt, but
With no cars coming in front of
never on the street. In order to , him, Chuck proceeded with the
accomplish this, Condotta says a , turri when he heard his friend ort
person must be a defensive driver the bike behind him yell, "Look
and that takes brains and respect out."
"I turned to look behind me and
for the JDOtorcycle.
all I saw was a red flash. The next
thing I remember was I was in the
air for what seemed like a long
time and then I hit the top of the
car, then the trunk and then the
pavement," explains Chuck.
Chuck and his bike were
broadsided from behind by a red
Chevy attempting to pass the four
other cars that were stopped
behind him.
· The Washington State Patrol
arrested the driver of the car, a
sixteen year-old male for hit and
run and driving while intoxicated.
The WSP estimated the Chevy
was traveling about 65 mph when
it struck the motorcycle and its
rider.
"I felt my leg go right then. It
was really mangled;-it was flapped
open from about he:r.e~" as he

points to a spot four inches below
his knee, "to my ankle," says
Chuck.
According to Chuck, his lower
leg was broken in three places, his
ankle was broken, his foot was cut
up and he lost massive amounts of
skin and tissue that caused the
doctors to debate three days about
amputat~ng the leg. "I told them
to do whatever.they can, but don't
take it off," said Chuck.
After six times in surgery, six
different casts and three skin
grafts, Chuck was left with his leg
intact and $6,000 in medical bills.
After hearing Chuck's story, I
decided that maybe I wasn't that
sick with bike fever. Owning a
motorcycle may be the only cure
for bike fever, but talking to a
biker that has been in a wreck will
a_lleviate the symptoms real fast.
Oh, what about Chuck? · He's
fine. He's still able to walk and
ride and that's how he gets
around, with emphasis on the
former, if the destination isn't too
far away.

We
C:ARCHERS
·Saturday, June 2nd

VERY VERY FAST-Central student Dave Freiboth, has
between his legs one of the fastest ·stock motorcycles in the country.
The six cylinder ; Honda CBX has a top speed around l3f> mph. conventional mold of a car driver, I rash or pavement pain, I was
was free and fast.
ready with $400 in earnest money
Returning to the shop, the to take that bike for keeps, but
chicken little side of me began to then I met Chuck.
ask about accidents. What about
Chuck is a Central student who
big cars that don't see bikes?
says he had been riding motorCondotta reassured me, that since cycles for most of his life.
more types of people are riding
Op July 29, 1978, Chuck was
bikes, more people are aware of riding back from the boat races in
them. "Ninety-five percent of my the Tri Cities, when he was in an
regular customers, people that accident with a car. The accident
ride all the time, haven't had an left Chuck questioning whether he
accident in the last ten years," would ever ride or walk again.
claims Condotta.
Signaling to turn into a store,
Condotta himself, who has been Chuck checked the traffic to see if

8:00 p.m.
Reserved Seats: $5.00, $3.50, $2.00
at CAPITAL THEATRE BOX
OFFICE 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mon.
~u Fri.
Call 575-6264 to charge tickets on
Visa or Mastercharge. Also
tickets at King's Corner Bookstore
in Ellensburg.

The
Capitol
Theatre
South 3rd ·Street
Yakima. Washington
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. WHAT A HARDCORE!!!
t

f NEXT

YEAR WE WILL HAVE TWO HARDCORES, FALL & 6
SPRING WINTER QUARTER WE WILL HAVE THE FIRST'
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SWEEPSTAKES WINNERS
Check your drawers, search the closets, peek under tbe bed and dig up all this years reciepts.
Play each slip like a poker hand, if you have a straight, full house, or four of a kind,
then you are a winner!!! The first twenty-five to come to Pizza Mia will be eligible to drBW.
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Good luck on finals and have a great summer!
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